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Abstract 
By comparing the effectiveness and realization degree of the proposition of “reducing 
the gap between rich and poor” in the Sichuan-Chongqing region represented by 
Chengdu and Chongqing, the three eastern provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning 
Province) represented by Harbin, Shenyang and Changchun and the Yangtze River Delta 
region represented by Shanghai, this present study identifies the factors that affect the 
economic radiation of central cities in different regions, analyzes the differences and 
correlations of economic radiation effects in different regions, and concludes that the 
total import and export value, per capita disposable income and other factors can 
produce radiation effects on the economy of core cities in some regions. Moreover, the 
effects of these factors are analyzed, evaluated and ranked, and the universal factors that 
can significantly affect the economic radiation effect of core cities are screened out, 
which include the scale of the surrounding cities, GDP, and the educational background 
of the core city population. Finally, the optimal value range is determined by analyzing 
the factors determined so as to provide more precise and constructive suggestions for 
the national government's policy formulation in economy, education, science and 
technology, as well as guidance for urban transformation strategy. 
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1. Introduction 

Economic radiation refers to the driving effect that the regions with advanced economic 
development and modernization have on the regions nearby with relatively backward 
economic development and low modernization in many different aspects, including the flow of 
capital, talents, technology, market, and cultural dissemination of ideas and concepts. In 
particular, the so-called radiation is mainly realized via point, line and surface while the 
communication path mainly includes transportation infrastructure, information network, trade, 
communication and finance. 
Urban economic radiation essentially aims at “reducing the gap between the rich and the poor”. 
Under the concept of common prosperity, the emergence of regional growth poles means the 
birth of a leader economy in unbalanced development, which will naturally shoulder the 
mission of promoting the rational allocation of regional resources and the coordinated and 
balanced development of economy. The economic radiation model of regional central cities 
typically reflects the behavioral model of such concept. By studying the factors that affect the 
economic radiation effects of central cities, this paper is aimed to optimize economic structure, 
transfer production capacity, boost the further integration of urban and rural areas, and narrow 
regional difference in economic development and people’s living standards. 
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Fig. 1. Location of China’s Three Major Economic Circles 

2. Literature Review 

The development of regional economy is the result of the interaction of four factors, which are 
internal and external environment, national strategies, institutional changes, and regional 
strategies respectively. Innovative development has been made to domestic researches on 
regional economy that started since 1985. 
However, significant differences concerning economic development do exist in China’s different 
regions--According to the study on the analysis of the economic radiation capacity differences 
between Beijing and Shanghai in 2005 [1], Beijing’s economic radiation to the Bohai Rim was 
far weaker than that of Shanghai to the Yangtze River Delta region; according to the literature 
of research made by Feng Changchun et al. [2], the difference in regional economic development 
is divided into three-level spatial units based on economic zones, provinces, and regions. The 
result showed that China’s economic difference after 2000 showed a trend of “a small increase 
first followed by a continuous decline”, and the difference within the province is larger than 
that between economic zones whose difference is larger than that between provinces. 
Therefore, by focusing on different economic zones, “differences within the province” in 
regional economic differences were studied in priority in this paper, where some constructive 
suggestions were also proposed. 
To address the issue, the internal reasons for the “differences within the province” concerning 
the economic development between the central city and its surrounding cities was explored 
and determined first in this paper. According to the results of research conducted by Professor 
Pan Wenqing [3], it was found that the expansion of investment, import and consumer demand 
and the change of input-output structure contribute to the increase of spillover effects 
dramatically; as indicated by the research on regional economic differences in the Yangtze 
River Basin [4], historical economic foundations, regional development strategies and 
geographic location are the main reasons why the regional economic differences in the Yangtze 
River Basin are caused. 
For the purpose of measuring the effects of different influencing factors on the radiation effect 
of the central city, several samples are entailed in this paper for comparative analysis. The 
general calculation formula of the headquarters economic extroversion indicator (Ce) was 
proposed in Chen Zhengwei’s study in 2004 [5], i.e., Ce=Cw (the total economic activity beyond 
organization’s headquarters area)/Cn (the total economic activity within organization’s 
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headquarters area) * 100 %. Empirical analysis was also made completely based on the degree 
of extroversion classified by indicators. 
The influencing factors that affect the radiation effects of different central cities were also 
selected in this paper. According to the empirical study made by Feng Dexian et al. on the 
economic radiation effect of Zhengzhou as a central city, the radiation effect of a city is mainly 
affected by many different aspects, including economy, society, S & T, politics, culture, etc. 
Among all these factors, economy, as the most dynamic part of the city’s radiation, has strong 
radiation effect, which is mainly reflected in such aspects as city’s comprehensive economic 
strength, industrial structure, opening, technological level, etc. [6]. 
In summary, compared with the sufficient and elaborate research literatures on regional 
economic differences and economic radiation for a certain economic or administrative region, 
comparative analysis on the economic radiation effects of different regions in China could be 
hardly found. Comprehensive quantitative research of its effect by integrating different 
economic influencing factors are less than the literature researches on the empirical analysis of 
a certain aspect of economic influencing factors in terms of quantity. Therefore, quantitative 
study on the economic radiation effects of different central cities on their surrounding cities as 
well as the weight ratios of influencing factors will be studied in this paper in bid to provide 
empirical and scientific suggestions. 

3. Research Method 

3.1. Research Ideas 

 
Fig. 2. Research Ideas 
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3.2. Model Description 
3.2.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Model 
To calculate the economic development level of the three regions in a more targeted manner, 
AHP model was used first here to classify the factors affecting the economic development level 
of the three cities (cluster) and regions, so as to calculate the weight of all factors. Then the 
corresponding urban economic development level was calculated through the relevant data 
calculated through research. 
According to the characteristics of the three subjects of Shanghai, Harbin-Shenyang-Changchun 
city cluster and Chengdu-Chongqing city cluster, a total of 11 factors that affect the urban 
economic development level were selected and divided into four categories at criterion level in 
this paper, i.e., economic scale, economic structure, economic benefits, and economic 
environment. Here’s the hierarchical structure of the indicator system for urban economic 
development level. 
 

Table 1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Model 
Objective Layer Criterion Layer Indicator Layer 

Urban economic 
development level A 

Economic Scale B1 

Total GDP C1 
Fixed investment C2 
Financial revenue C3 
Main operating income of industries and 
enterprises above designated size C4 

Economic Structure 
B2 

Proportion of secondary and tertiary industries C5 
Total retail sales of consumer goods C6 
Total import and export value C7 

Economic Benefits 
B3 

Per capita disposable income C8 
Proportion of employed population in total 
population C9 

Economic 
Environment B4 

Total mileage of highway C10 

Proportion of population with college degree or 
above in total population C11  

 
Here’re the calculation steps: 
First, determine the weights of all indicators. 
Professor Saaty’s proportional nine-scale scale value system was used here to reflect the 
relative importance of the criteria. Questionnaires were issued to make statistics on 
researchers’ judgments on the weights of all indicators. 
(1). Criterion layer to objective layer 
1) Compare the importance of economic scale B1, economic structure B2, economic benefit B3, 
and economic environment B4 to the urban economic development level A, which are 
represented by b1, b2, b3, and b4, respectively. 
Substitute them in the formula which can be expressed as: 
 

:i j ijb b u  
 

Where, the ratio of bi  to jb  means:  
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Table 2. The ratio of to means 
 1: 1 3: 1 5: 1 7: 1 9: 1 

Importance Same Slightly better Better Obviously better Definitely better 

 
2) Construct a pairwise comparison matrix P. 
First, calculate the arithmetic mean of each column of vectors in the matrix P; 
Secondly, normalize the whole column of vectors according to the following formula: 
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Thirdly, the eigenvector of the judgment matrix is: w=( 1w , 2w , 3w , 4w ); 

According to the equation Pw= max w, the formula can be expressed as: 
4 4

max
1 1

( ) ( )1i i

i ii i

Pw pw

nw n w


 

   , Where, pw i（ ） is the ith element of pw; 

Finally, the pairwise comparison matrix is obtained, which can be expressed as: 
 

1 11 12 13 14 1

2 21 22 23 24 2

31 32 33 34 33

41 42 43 44 44

( ) u u u u

( ) u u u u
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u u u u( )
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Substitute the data to calculate the maximum characteristic root  . 

3) Consistency test. 

Substitute the maximum characteristic root   in the formula to calculate the consistency 

indicator CI=
-n

1n




; 

Table 3. The value reference table of random consistency index RI was introduced in this 
paper 

Order RI 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0.52 
4 0.89 
5 1.12 
6 1.26 
7 1.36 
8 1.41 
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According to the matrix order, RI=0.89 in this paper. Substitute CI and RI in the formula
CI

CR
RI


; if CR<0.1, it passes the consistency test. Then, the components of w=( 1w , 2w , 3w , 

4w )can be used as the weight coef icients of A←{B1,B2,B3,B4}, respectively. 
(2). Indicator Layer to Criterion Layer. 
The first-order and second-order matrices are always consistent, according to the test. 
Therefore the influence of the indicator layer on B3 and B4 no longer needs verifying. 
The importance of C1, C2, C3 and C4 to B1, and that of C5, C6 and C7 to B2 will be collected in 
this paper. By repeating the process of “criterion layer to objective layer” above, the consistency 
of B1←{C1,C2,C3,C4} and B2←{C5,C6,C7} can be veri ied respectively, and the 4 feature vectors, 
namely, the weight of C1- C11, can be obtained. 
If all judgment matrices pass consistency test, it means that the result calculated by AHP is valid. 
Therefore the evaluation indicator system of urban economic development level for which the 
weights of all indicators have been assigned could be obtained. 
3.2.2. Calculation Model of Urban Economic Development Level 
A multi-factor comprehensive evaluation method was adopted in this paper to obtain a 
comprehensive evaluation score. The urban economic development level of a city is actually the 
total sum of the products of the combined weight value of different indicators on the total target 
and this indicator. 
The calculation formula can be expressed as: 
 

b

i=1 1

= ( )
c

i i i
i

A CW B


 
 

 

where A is the comprehensive score, iC  is the score of the ith single indicator in the indicator 

layer, iW  is the weight of the ith single indicator in the indicator layer, iB  is the weight of the ith 
single indicator in the criterion layer, c is the quantity of indicators in the indicator layer, which 
is 11 in this model, b is the quantity of indicators of the criterion layer, which is 4 in this model. 

For the score of a single indicator iC  in this formula, if a single city is evaluated, the ratio of each 
indicator value to the standard value (indicator standard table required) can be used. If 
comparing and evaluating multiple cities, the highest value of all indicators of the city serves as 
the standard value. For the rest cities, the score is the ratio of the indicator to the highest value, 
and the indicator score for the city with the highest value is 1. 
The urban economic development level of the three core cities of A, B, and C and the 
surrounding cities can be calculated through this model in this paper. This result above will be 
used to determine the completion effect of “reducing the gap between rich and poor” in the 
three core cities of A, B, and C, and brought into the multivariable regression analysis so as to 
calculate the correlation strength between all influencing factors and the city’s influence. (For 
example, Shanghai has the highest GDP, then its iC  =1, and, that of Cheng-Chongqing is half of 

Shanghai, then its iC  =0.5). 

3.2.3. Model to Confirm the Completion Effect of “Reducing the Gap between Rich and 
Poor” 

Ratio of urban economic development speed was used in this paper to reflect the completion 
effect of “reducing the gap between rich and poor”. 
Here’re the calculation steps: 
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Firstly, calculate the urban economic development speed according to the formula below: 
 

rh =

hn

hm

A

A , 
 

Where hnA  is the economic development level of the core city in year n, hmA  is the economic 

development level of the core city in year m, rh  is the economic development speed of the core 

city from year n to m, hnA and hmA  can be calculated from the calculation model of the urban 
economic development level. 
 

ir =
in

im

A

A
, i=1,…,j 

 

Where inA  is the economic development level of the core city’s surrounding cities in year n, imA  

is the economic development level of the core city’s surrounding cities in year m, ir  is the 

economic development speed of the core city’s surrounding cities from year n to year m, inA  

and imA  can be calculated from the calculation model of the urban economic development level.  

Second, calculate the ratio of the growth rate of the economic development level of A, B, and C 
to the economic development speed of their surrounding cities according to the following 
formula: 
 

1

f
1
i

h
j

i
i

r

r





,i=1,…,j 

 
The economic driving effects of the three typical subjects, which are Shanghai, the Harbin-
Shenyang-Changchun city cluster and the Chengdu-Chongqing city cluster, on their 
surrounding regions can be compared through the model above in this paper in bid to lay a 
solid foundation on future research. 
3.2.4. Analysis of the Economic Radiation Range of Core Cities 
The differences in scale and radiation range of the three core cities (city cluster) will lead to 
significant deviation in the multivariable regression results. Therefore, the economic radiation 
range of the core cities was analyzed here in order to find suitable radiation ranges for these 
cities, and eradicate the influence of the difference in scale and range for the future research. 
To measure the radiation range of the three core cities (cluster), the breaking point analysis 
method and the economic radiation field strength model were used in this paper to measure 
the radiation effects of the selected three core cities (cluster) on the regions to which they 
belong. 
The breaking point analysis method is mainly used to measure the radiation range of the core 
city to the surrounding area. 

Suppose G and Q are two adjacent cities, the direct traveling time between the two cities is QGD , 
the boundary point of the hinterlands of the two adjacent cities is X, then X point meets the 
following formula: 
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1 /
GQ

GX

Q G

D
D

S S



 

 

Where QGD is the traveling time from point Q to point G. In this paper the shortest railway 
operation time among cities A, B, and C was used as the measuring indicator of traveling time. 

GXD  is the distance between city G and breaking point X, GS  and QS  are the scales of city G and 
city Q, respectively. 
The traveling time from the three core cities or city agglomeration to the breaking point can be 
gotten through breaking point theory. 
The economic radiation field strength model was introduced on the basis of the breaking point 
theory. The radiation effects of Shanghai, Harbin-Shenyang-Changchun urban agglomeration 
and the Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration on other cities in the region to which they 
belong were surveyed respectively. The field strength is used to describe radiation strength of 
a point. The economic radiation field strength formula can be expressed as: 
 

2/GX G GXF S D  

 

Where GXF  is the radiation field strength of city G to city X; GXD  is the distance between city G 

and breaking point X; GS  is the scale of city G. 

The radiation range under which the three sites A, B, and C have a similar proportion of their 
radiation areas could be found through the analysis above so as to lay a foundation on the 
comparison of urban influencing factors below. 
3.2.5. Multivariable Regression Model 
The least squares method was used in the study to estimate parameters in this paper, where a 
multivariable regression model and a dummy variable regression model were also established 
respectively. Through multivariable regression analysis on the surrounding urban 
agglomeration of Shanghai, the Harbin-Shenyang-Changchun urban agglomeration, and the 
Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration, the multivariable regression models of the selected 
variables and the urban influence of the central city in the region could be finally obtained. The 
significance level of the influence of different variables on the central city’s influence could also 
be obtained through statistical tests such as economic significance test, F test, t test, etc. 
According to the results of comparative analysis of the factors and their effects in different 
regions, the reasons why Shanghai can better fulfill the task of “reducing the gap between rich 
and poor” could be easily known. 
It was supposed in this paper that the economic growth of surrounding cities is driven all by 
core cities. Therefore, the ratio of growth rate of economic development level of A, B, and C to 
those of the surrounding areas was used as a measuring indicator to reflect city’s influence. 
Taking the influence of the core cities in the three regions as the explained variables, the ratio f 
of the economic development speed of A, B and C in 20-year time series above to those of their 
respective surrounding areas was substituted into the regression model so as to serve as an 
indicator of urban influence. By taking urban economic scale, urban economic quality, 
investment level, matching degree with the surrounding industry chain, urban scale, traffic 
density, education level, and internationalization as quantitative explanatory variables, and 
favorable policies as qualitative explanatory variables, the regression model can be expressed 
as: 
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ii 1 2 2i 1 1 2 2 2= + ... ...n ni n i n i n ni iY V V D D D               
 

Where iiY =f. In this paper the ratio of economic development speed of A, B, and C to those of the 
cities in their surrounding areas are taken as the very indicator to measure the city’s influence, 

niV  is the selected quantitative variable while niD  is the selected qualitative variable. 

In consideration of certain overlapping effect of those explained variables on the urban 
influence, which means multicollinearity or even serious multicollinearity, the stepwise 
regression method--elimination regression method was used in this paper for parameter 
estimation. 
The results of regression analysis made in this paper underwent economic significance test, F 
test, t test, etc. As a result, the significance level of the influence of different variables on the 
urban influence of the central city in the region was obtained. The relatively advantageous 
factors of cities standing out in “reducing the gap between the rich and the poor” could be finally 
concluded by comparing and analyzing the factors and their effects in different regions. In this 
paper gray relational analysis was made against those representative factors and different 
regions were compared horizontally, so as to provide suggestions for cities to enhance their 
influence and drive regional economic development. 
3.2.6. Deng’s Grey Relational Analysis Model 
The correlation strength of the factors that affect the influence of the core cities in A, B, and C 
regions on the city’s influence were compared in this paper through multivariable regression. 
Through comparison, factors with different correlations between cities with good completion 
effects of “reducing of the gap between rich and poor” and cities with poor effects among all the 
selected factors could be found through comparison. 
To test the correctness of multivariable regression model and to carry out horizontal 
comparison against the factors that affect the core city’s influence among different regions, the 
ranking of different influence degrees of the same factor on the city’s influence in different 
regions was compared horizontally using Deng’s gray relational analysis model, by taking the 
city’s influence as the reference sequence, and the factors obtained from comparing the 
multiple regression model as the comparison sequence. 
3.2.7. Optimal Value Range Model of Factors 
The value range of the factor that could best enhance the city’s influence was found through 
establishing the optimal value range model of factors and the relationship between selected 
factors and the city’s influence. The calculation formula can be expressed as: 
 

= X+ciiY  , 
 

where iiY =f. In this paper the ratio of growth rate of economic development level of A, B, and C 
regions to those of the cities in their surrounding areas serves as the very indicator to measure 
the city’s influence, which is the same as the value substituted into the multivariable regression 
above. X  is the adjusted value of the typical factors iX   selected in the grey relational model. 

Some adjustments were made in this paper based on the characteristics of iX , such as quadratic 
term and logarithm, so to improve model accuracy. 
In this paper, the same factor was substituted into the data of A, B and C of many different years, 
so as to get the coefficient   and c in the model, finally draw the model image of factor's optimal 
value range, and obtain the optimal value range of the same factor in the three A, B, and C 
regions. Based on the above results, the characteristics of A, B, and C regions were also 
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summarized in this paper, to bring forth qualitative and quantitative suggestions for the same 
kind of cities in enhancing its influence and the completion effect of “reducing the gap between 
the rich and the poor”. 

4. Data Analysis 

4.1. Results of AHP Model 
4.1.1. Data Results  
In this paper the weights of 11 factors, including total GDP, fixed investment, etc. in the four 
categories of economic scale, economic structure, economic benefits, and economic 
environment for evaluating the urban economic development level were calculated using AHP. 
First, questionnaire (appendix) was distributed to experts for grading. Then, the weights of all 
factors were calculated in this paper using AHP; finally, the following table was concluded 
through consistency test, and adjustment of values failing to pass the consistency test: 
 

Table 4. Data Results  

Urban Economic 
Development Level Indicators Weights 

Economic Scale 

Total GDP 0.028919947 
Fixed investment 0.056365122 

Fiscal revenue 0.015197359 
Main operating income of industries and 

enterprises above designated size 0.005701146 

Economic Structure 
Proportion of secondary and tertiary industries 0.045075287 

Total retail sales of consumer goods 0.081810653 
Total import and export value 0.148331451 

Economic Benefits 
Per capita disposable income 0.350326087 

Proportion of employed people in total population 0.116775362 

Economic Environment 
Total mileage of highway 0.025249597 

Proportion of population with college degree or 
above in total population 0.126247987 

 

4.2. Results of Urban Economic Development Level Model 
4.2.1. Description 
Data underwent the following procedure in this paper due to such problems as loss of historical 
data, inconsistent statistical caliber and the difficulty in investigating some data of prefecture-
level cities: 
(1) For the lost data, the data in missing years were estimated in this paper by calculating the 
annual growth rate of data in known years to ensure the continuity and completeness of the 
calculation. 
(2) In consideration of difference in statistical caliber, the main operating income of industrial 
enterprises above designated size was replaced by total industrial output value/sales income 
for some data in this paper. 
(3) In consideration of the difficulties in making statistics and estimation of highway value for 
most areas, not the highway mileage but highway freight volume was used in this paper for 
calculation. As no statistics on import and export are available in prefecture-level cities, the 
value was calculated by multiplying the proportion of the city’s GDP in the province’s total GDP 
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by the province’s import and export value. Per capita disposable income was calculated in the 
same way, since the population flow within the province is large and could be hardly recorded. 
4.2.2. Data Results 
The weights obtained from AHP and the formula in the urban economic development level 
model were used in this paper to calculate the economic development levels of a total of 6 
central cities and surrounding cities selected from the three major regions. The calculation 
results are as follows: 
(1) Calculation results of economic development levels of the central cities from 1994 to 2017: 
 

Table 5. Calculation results  

Year Shanghai Chengdu Chongqing Harbin Changchun Shenyang 

1994 0.11556 0.04896 0.04719 0.03384 0.03275 0.05069 

1995 0.11374 0.04775 0.04785 0.03516 0.03211 0.05155 

1996 0.10571 0.05199 0.05043 0.03965 0.03301 0.04737 

1997 0.10175 0.0498 0.0604 0.03857 0.03211 0.04553 

1998 0.11058 0.04494 0.05302 0.038 0.02866 0.05314 

1999 0.11134 0.04508 0.05104 0.03764 0.02964 0.05342 

2000 0.11708 0.04688 0.05113 0.03872 0.03235 0.04198 

2001 0.1165 0.04756 0.05138 0.03836 0.03297 0.04138 

2002 0.10306 0.04942 0.05255 0.04339 0.03579 0.04395 

2003 0.10282 0.04881 0.0525 0.04409 0.0364 0.04354 

2004 0.10261 0.04769 0.05249 0.04422 0.0363 0.04484 

2005 0.10566 0.04506 0.05565 0.03918 0.03923 0.04337 

2006 0.10392 0.04761 0.05626 0.04094 0.03366 0.04577 

2007 0.10344 0.04772 0.05618 0.03979 0.03364 0.0474 

2008 0.10062 0.0474 0.05814 0.03965 0.03437 0.04797 

2009 0.09815 0.04885 0.05897 0.0397 0.03452 0.04797 

2010 0.09606 0.05038 0.06039 0.03868 0.0345 0.04815 

2011 0.09479 0.05144 0.06347 0.03693 0.0339 0.04762 

2012 0.08953 0.05267 0.07161 0.03509 0.03312 0.04614 

2013 0.08449 0.06031 0.07016 0.03398 0.03348 0.04573 

2014 0.08799 0.05396 0.07356 0.03418 0.03415 0.04431 

2015 0.09023 0.05304 0.07597 0.0363 0.03556 0.04508 

2016 0.09603 0.05304 0.07119 0.04229 0.0428 0.03925 

2017 0.08764 0.05882 0.07602 0.04345 0.0368 0.04125 

 

(2) Calculation results of economic development levels of surrounding cities from 1994 to 2017:  
Cities surrounding the Yangtze River Delta: 
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Table 6. Cities surrounding the Yangtze River Delta  
Year Suzhou City Wuxi City  Jiaxing City 

1994 0.06059 0.04877 0.02485 

1995 0.06197 0.05025 0.02539 

1996 0.05929 0.04912 0.02544 

1997 0.06054 0.04933 0.02536 

1998 0.05932 0.04904 0.02355 

1999 0.06213 0.05146 0.02395 

2000 0.05878 0.04673 0.02345 

2001 0.06010 0.04756 0.02328 

2002 0.06142 0.04764 0.02411 

2003 0.06812 0.04791 0.02432 

2004 0.06843 0.04856 0.02592 

2005 0.07200 0.05189 0.02714 

2006 0.07309 0.05175 0.02735 

2007 0.07313 0.05105 0.02724 

2008 0.07207 0.04991 0.02692 

2009 0.07421 0.04986 0.02611 

2010 0.07392 0.04947 0.02667 

2011 0.07201 0.04898 0.02582 

2012 0.07218 0.04823 0.02521 

2013 0.07625 0.04805 0.02346 

2014 0.07800 0.04655 0.02388 

2015 0.07927 0.04688 0.02416 

2016 0.07758 0.04623 0.02463 

2017 0.07511 0.04720 0.02573 

 
Table 7. Cities surrounding Sichuan-Chongqing urban agglomeration 

Year Deyang City Ziyang City Meishan City Luzhou City Guang'an City Suining City 

1994 0.01781 0.00332 0.00764 0.01289 0.00835 0.01095 

1995 0.01608 0.00276 0.00631 0.01222 0.00687 0.01103 

1996 0.01755 0.00290 0.00668 0.01326 0.00730 0.01160 

1997 0.01789 0.00295 0.00666 0.01423 0.00726 0.01190 

1998 0.01515 0.00404 0.00794 0.01216 0.00812 0.00832 

1999 0.01508 0.00499 0.00798 0.01109 0.00791 0.00822 

2000 0.01391 0.00748 0.00753 0.01051 0.00745 0.00752 

2001 0.01391 0.00729 0.00742 0.01065 0.00727 0.00734 

2002 0.01393 0.00712 0.00720 0.01108 0.00707 0.00726 

2003 0.01344 0.00694 0.00696 0.00954 0.00673 0.00710 

2004 0.01328 0.00689 0.00706 0.00965 0.00671 0.00684 

2005 0.01298 0.00656 0.00681 0.00906 0.00647 0.00656 

2006 0.01324 0.00656 0.00667 0.00891 0.00630 0.00670 

2007 0.01250 0.00662 0.00679 0.00910 0.00622 0.00676 

2008 0.01187 0.00684 0.00667 0.00934 0.00618 0.00694 

2009 0.01218 0.00703 0.00704 0.00964 0.00621 0.00695 

2010 0.01186 0.00713 0.00720 0.00941 0.00607 0.00659 

2011 0.01194 0.00734 0.00726 0.00961 0.00609 0.00657 

2012 0.01199 0.00769 0.00739 0.00988 0.00628 0.00673 

2013 0.01234 0.00812 0.00753 0.01006 0.00631 0.00667 

2014 0.01270 0.00851 0.00794 0.01068 0.00673 0.00700 

2015 0.01320 0.00873 0.00818 0.01102 0.00703 0.00742 

2016 0.01338 0.00675 0.00828 0.01122 0.00708 0.00753 

2017 0.01526 0.00908 0.01049 0.01279 0.00968 0.00937 
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Table 8.Cities surrounding the three eastern provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning 

Province) 

Year 
Daqing 
City 

Songyuan 
City 

Suihua 
City 

Liaoyang 
City Fuxin City 

Tonghua 
City Jilin City 

Siping 
City 

1994 0.03644 0.01059 0.00802 0.01580 0.01105 0.01193 0.02583 0.01428 
1995 0.03732 0.01136 0.00830 0.01497 0.01075 0.01155 0.02739 0.01429 
1996 0.03639 0.01194 0.00863 0.01493 0.01057 0.01145 0.02756 0.01403 
1997 0.03902 0.01130 0.00585 0.01407 0.01028 0.01181 0.02611 0.01391 
1998 0.03925 0.01059 0.00709 0.01314 0.01966 0.01142 0.02679 0.01338 
1999 0.04259 0.01111 0.00366 0.01343 0.01231 0.01168 0.02716 0.01353 
2000 0.04700 0.01011 0.01668 0.01295 0.00974 0.01115 0.02531 0.01191 
2001 0.04628 0.01056 0.01582 0.01247 0.00981 0.01125 0.02512 0.01206 
2002 0.04353 0.01080 0.01442 0.01234 0.01015 0.01145 0.02632 0.01233 
2003 0.04149 0.01071 0.01346 0.01234 0.00978 0.01105 0.02642 0.01182 
2004 0.03976 0.01115 0.01303 0.01310 0.00945 0.01073 0.02592 0.01167 
2005 0.04058 0.01188 0.01074 0.01277 0.00905 0.01013 0.02207 0.01148 
2006 0.04018 0.01297 0.01032 0.01256 0.00839 0.01039 0.02146 0.01131 
2007 0.03873 0.01388 0.00986 0.01255 0.00840 0.01049 0.02337 0.01148 
2008 0.03868 0.01496 0.00981 0.01271 0.00817 0.01078 0.02439 0.01190 
2009 0.03488 0.01504 0.00993 0.01234 0.00864 0.01092 0.02512 0.01205 
2010 0.03746 0.01464 0.00987 0.01220 0.00905 0.01079 0.02488 0.01094 
2011 0.03821 0.01465 0.00999 0.01221 0.00949 0.01088 0.02514 0.01196 
2012 0.03708 0.01521 0.01034 0.01233 0.00960 0.01101 0.02492 0.01208 
2013 0.03504 0.01484 0.01047 0.01190 0.00898 0.01165 0.02465 0.01182 
2014 0.03433 0.01451 0.01047 0.01132 0.00874 0.01163 0.02325 0.01189 
2015 0.02799 0.01519 0.01125 0.01163 0.00828 0.01184 0.02385 0.01224 
2016 0.02756 0.01667 0.01266 0.00951 0.00777 0.01227 0.02613 0.01292 
2017 0.02763 0.01273 0.01877 0.00817 0.00534 0.00866 0.02227 0.00987 

 

4.2.3. Result Analysis 
The average city influence of the central cities in the Yangtze River Delta, Chengdu-Chongqing 
urban agglomeration, and the three eastern provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning 
Province) are 0.29, 0.01, and 0.14, respectively from 1996 to 2017.  
(1) Yangtze River Delta 
 

 
Fig. 3. Influence of the Central Cities in the Yangtze River Delta over the Years 
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As China’s international economic, financial, trade, shipping, and technological innovation 
center, Shanghai has boasted the highest level of economic development and influence in China 
since the reform and opening up, thanks to its superior geographical advantage, trade, technical 
strength, etc. 
(2) Sichuan-Chongqing urban agglomeration 
Both Sichuan and Chongqing are important economic hinterlands in southwestern China and 
also critical transportation routes. With the geographical limitations, the region has been 
truncated by numerous mountains, which reflects the prominent agglomeration effect within 
the region. With dramatic influence of central cities on the surrounding ones, these cities have 
relatively high influence in early days. However, due to traffic barriers, regional clustering 
phenomenon was so serious that all labor and production factors rushed to the central city, 
leaving a larger gap between the surrounding cities and the central one with a higher influence 
level. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Influence of the Central Cities in Sichuan-Chongqing Urban Agglomeration over the 

Years 
(3) Northeast China 
 

 
Fig. 5. Influence of the Central Cities in Northeast China over the Years 
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As an old industrial zone in China, the three northeastern provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin and 
Liaoning) all have developed traditional industries and their industries such as steel, cement, 
etc. meet the needs of the pillar industries (real estate and auto) for domestic economic 
development in the early 21st century. In addition, the three northeastern provinces are located 
along the coast, which facilitates domestic and foreign trade. However, the three provinces 
depend on national policies so much that they haven’t found the endogenous driving force to 
promote its own development, regardless of their favorable industrial and economic 
foundation, resulting in the lowering of its influence year by year. 

4.3. Analysis Results of the Growth Model 
4.3.1. Model Results 
(1) Development speed of cities 
 

Table 9. Development speed of cities  

Central Cities Chengdu Chongqing Harbin Changchun Shenyang Shanghai 
Development 

Speed 1.20143 1.61111 1.28382 1.12368 0.81379 0.75837 

Average Value 1.40627 1.07376 0.75837 
 

Cities 
Surrounding 

Sichuan-
Chongqing Urban 
Agglomeration: Guang'an Meishan  Ziyang Luzhou Suining Deyang  
Development 

Speed 1.15953 1.37223 2.73070 0.99211 0.85566 0.85706 
Average Value 1.32788 

 

Cities 
Surrounding the 

Three Eastern 
Provinces Jilin Siping Songyuan Suihua Tonghua Liaoyang Daqing Fuxin 

Development 
Speed 0.862 0.691 1.203 2.341 0.726 0.517 0.758 0.484 

Average Value 0.948 
 

Cities Surrounding the Yangtze 
River Delta Suzhou Jiaxing Wuxi 

Development Speed 1.23965 1.03542 0.96797 

Average Value 1.08101 
 

(2) Results of comprehensive analysis 
Table 10. Results of comprehensive analysis  

Region Northeastern Region 
Sichuan-Chongqing 

Region Yangtze River Delta  

f 1.1328986 1.0590347 0.7015355 
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The relative growth rate of the three northeastern provinces and the Sichuan-Chongqing region 
is greater than 1, which implies that the central cities in these two regions grow faster than 
their surrounding cities. The relative growth rate of the regions surrounding the Yangtze River 
Delta is less than 1, implying that the regions surrounding Shanghai have escalated their 
development speed in recent years, and that the policy targeted at “reducing the gap between 
the rich and the poor” has taken effect in Shanghai. 

4.4. Results of the Economic Radiation Scope Model of Core Cities 
Table 11. Results of the Economic Radiation Scope Model of Core Cities 

Central Cities Surrounding 
Cities  City Scale (10,000 

persons) 
Min. Train/Driving 

Time (min) 

Distance from 
Breaking Point 

(min) 
Shanghai  1455.13   

Suzhou 691.07 22 8.97565 

Wuxi 493.05 28 10.30196 

Jiaxing 356.3714 27 8.93836 
Chengdu  1435.3   

Deyang 387.7 24 8.20771 

Ziyang 348.9 23 7.59515 

Meishan 345.1 26 8.55437 
Chongqing  3389.82   

Luzhou 509.6 120 33.52768 

Guang'an 464.6 89 24.04658 

Suining 369.7 74 18.37115 
Harbin  551.06   

Daqing 136.8 121 40.23888 

Songyuan 275.41 187 77.44805 

Suihua 83.07 109 30.48445 
Shenyang  736.5   

Liaoyang 176.5 97 31.87912 

Fuxin 186.2 172 57.54770 

Tonghua 217.15 207 72.84507 
Changchun  748.92   

Songyuan 275.41 74 27.93478 

Jilin 415.35 40 17.07360 

Siping 320.4 26 10.28126 
 

For the Yangtze River Delta and Sichuan-Chongqing region, cities that are close to the breaking 
point of the central city were used as the surrounding cities of economic radiation in this paper 
according to the breaking point model. The above could eradicate the influence of distance on 
city influence calculation. For the northeastern region where the railway traffic is not as 
developed as that of other regions, and some regions cannot get access to trains or high-speed 
rail stations, the shortest driving time was used for Harbin and Shenyang to calculate the 
breaking point, which also somewhat weakens the influence of distance on calculating city’s 
influence. 
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5. Results of Multivariable Regression Model 

5.1. Description 
The following three points need to be explained in multivariable regression analysis. 
First, in this paper, urban population was used to measure city scale, and the quantity of 
students receiving higher education was used to measure the regional educational level of 
population. In the multivariable regression, except for the scale of surrounding cities, all other 
explanatory variables are subject to the first-hand data of the core cities in the region. The scale 
factor of surrounding cities is subject to the first-hand data from surrounding cities in the 
region. All data were standardized using summation standard method in order to eliminate the 
influence of different dimensions. 
Second, in consideration of Shanghai’s huge scale, it is meaningless to compare it with the core 
cities in Sichuan-Chongqing region and Northeastern China. Therefore, this factor was 
eliminated after regression. 
Thirdly, the results of multivariable regression were somewhat insignificant. In this paper, it 
was found through observing the P value that the five factors in the Northeastern region are 
insignificant, and the traffic line density factors in the Yangtze River Delta and Sichuan-
Chongqing region are insignificant, too. 
Most of the factors in the Northeastern region have no significant effect on city’s influence, 
which embodies that the factors selected at the beginning have little effect on the influence of 
the core cities in the Northeastern region. Therefore, the factors that can really enhance the 
influence of core cities in the Northeastern region were explored through field research and 
interviews, so as to provide suggestions for improving the urban economic development level 
in the Northeastern region. 
The traffic line density factor is insignificant both in Sichuan-Chongqing region and Yangtze 
River Delta region, which is related to the use of highway freight volume that is used to measure 
the traffic line density in this paper. The Sichuan-Chongqing region, which has geographical 
factors such as complex terrain, interlaced mountains and rivers, has relatively undeveloped 
highway logistics industry and therefore has to rely on railway logistics. Therefore, the effect is 
insignificant. The effect is also insignificant in the Yangtze River Delta region, where the tertiary 
industry accounts for a relatively high proportion, and railways and air transportation are very 
developed. 

5.2. Results of Multivariable Regression 
Based on the above results, multivariable regression was made in this paper with the following 
results: 
 

Table 12. Northeastern Region 

Variables 
Coefficient of Partial 
Correlation  P Value 

Total Foreign Investment -0.02579 0.3866 
Scale of Core City 0.211429 0.2909 
Scale of Surrounding Cities -0.41245 0.392 
Density of Traffic Line 0.279599 0.0023 
Total GDP 0.092666 0.6064 
Educational Background of the Core City 
Population -0.004155 0.9792 
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Table 13. Yangtze River Delta region  
Variables Coefficient of Partial 

Correlation  
P Value 

Total Foreign Investment 0.044072 0.0805 
Scale of Surrounding Cities -1.500023 0.0078 
Density of Traffic Line -0.143951 0.111 
Total GDP 0.18053 0.0786 
Educational Background of the Core City 
Population 

-0.487179 0.0013 

 
Table 14. Sichuan-Chongqing region 

Variables Coefficient of Partial 
Correlation  

P Value 

Total Foreign Investment 0.008767 0.1 
Scale of Core City -0.758535 0 
Scale of Surrounding Cities -1.151287 0.012 
Density of Traffic Line -0.111198 0.4165 
Total GDP 0.322659 0.0067 
Educational Background of the Core City 
Population 

-0.100382 0.0016 

 

5.3. Result Analysis 
(1) The scale of surrounding cities is negatively correlated with the influence of core cities. The 
distance between the surrounding cities and the core city and the size of the surrounding cities 
have a significant impact on the influence of the core city. Some typical data of surrounding 
cities were selected through the above breaking point analysis and urban economic scale model 
and then substituted into the regression, with a view to eliminating the influence of the distance 
between the surrounding cities and the core city on the regression results. According to the 
conclusion, the larger the surrounding cities, the smaller the radiation force of the core city. 
(2) GDP has a strong effect on the influence of core cities. In the Yangtze River Delta and 
Sichuan-Chongqing regions, GDP is positively correlated with the city’s influence, with the 
highest partial correlation coefficients. The higher the GDP of the core city, the larger the 
economic scale and the higher the development degree of the city, and the stronger the effective 
radiation to the surrounding regions, which is consistent with the realities. In addition, in the 
process of field survey and interview, the staff of Chongqing Development and Reform 
Commission and relevant experts unanimously believed that GDP has a very obvious effect on 
the influence of a city, which can be mutually verified with the regression results. Therefore, 
GDP has a strong effect on the influence of core cities. 
(3) The educational background of the core city population is negatively correlated with the 
influence of core cities. The effect of the educational background of population on the influence 
of the core city is positive first and then negative. The negative correlation in the regression 
results reflects the serious loss of population in most parts of China, which means young people 
with high educational background and high ability pursue their development in the core cities. 
The above however causes adverse influence on the development of surrounding cities. 
Therefore, some suggestions will be proposed concerning the issue above in this paper. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic Diagram of the Relationship between Educational Background and Core City 

Influence 

6. Deng’s Gray Relational Analysis Model 

On the basis of multivariable regression analysis, the gray relational degree in the A, B, and C 
regions were analyzed concerning the six factors, including total foreign investment, scale of 
core city, scale of surrounding cities, density of traffic line, total GDP, educational background 
of the core city population, and the influence strength of these six factors in the three regions 
were finally concluded. The calculation results are as follows: 
 

Table 15. Calculation results  

 

Total Foreign 
Investment 

Scale of 
Core City 

Scale of 
Surrounding 
Cities 

Density of 
Traffic 
Line 

GDP 

Educational 
Background 
of the Core 
City 
Population 

Northeastern 
Region 0.65500 0.84466 0.43906 0.95538 0.73031 0.66544 
Yangtze River 
Delta Region 0.88257  0.56714 0.77883 0.97130 0.72194 
Sichuan-
Chongqing 
Region 0.96898 0.37437 0.37257 0.84576 0.73348 0.84003 

 
The ranking of grey relational coefficients of A, B and C regions is as follows:  
In the multivariable regression, the five factors of total foreign investment, scale of core city, 
scale of surrounding cities, GDP, and educational background of core city population in the 
Northeastern region are insignificant, the traffic line density in the Yangtze River Delta region 
and the Sichuan-Chongqing region are insignificant, too. Therefore, the above factors were 
eliminated in this paper when conducting grey relational analysis, the results of which are as 
below: 
(1)The ranking of the three factors: GDP> educational background of core city population > 
scale of surrounding cities, which verifies the result of the highest partial correlation coefficient 
of GDP in the above multivariable regression analysis and is consistent with the results of field 
investigations and interviews. It can be seen that the scale of surrounding cities, GDP, and the 
educational background of core city population have a significant impact on the influence of 
core cities in China’s many regions. Therefore efforts can be made to improve the influence of 
core cities from these three perspectives.  
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(2) The rankings of traffic line density and total foreign investment are inconsistent. Facing the 
East Sea in the east, Shanghai is an international economic, financial, trade, shipping, and 
technological innovation center of China while Sichuan-Chongqing region is an important 
economic hinterland of China. Shanghai is more international than Chengdu - Chongqing region. 
Therefore, the influence of traffic line density on Shanghai’s influence is lower than that on 
Chengdu-Chongqing region, while the influence of total foreign investment on Shanghai’s 
influence is higher than that on Chengdu-Chongqing region.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Histogram of Ranking of Gray Relational Coefficients of All Factors 

7. Conclusion 

First of all, Shanghai is the city with the highest economic development level and influence in 
China. Sichuan- Chongqing region had relatively high influence in the early period but had its 
influence lowered later due to the larger difference between the central and surrounding cities 
after the flowing of labor force and production factors to the central city after serious “cluster” 
phenomenon due to traffic barrier. As an old industrial zone in China, the three northeastern 
provinces have developed traditional industries. However, they depend on national policies so 
much that they haven’t found the endogenous driving force to promote its own development, 
regardless of their favorable industrial and economic foundation, resulting in the lowering of 
its influence year by year. In the Northeastern and Sichuan-Chongqing region, the central cities 
grow faster than their surrounding areas, while in the Yangtze River Delta, the regions 
surrounding Shanghai have escalated the development speed gradually in recent years, which 
implies the effective realization of the policy of “the rich first pushing those being rich later” in 
the Shanghai area. 
Secondly, regarding the influencing factors and effects of urban economic radiation effects, the 
following conclusions were made in this paper: The larger the surrounding cities, the lower the 
economic radiation influence of the core cities; GDP has a strong effect on the influence of core 
cities; the effect of the educational background of population on the influence of the core city is 
positive first and then negative. The negative correlation in the regression results reflects the 
serious loss of population in most parts of China, which means young people with high 
educational background and high ability pursue their development in the core cities. The above 
however causes adverse influence on the development of surrounding cities. Therefore, some 
suggestions were proposed for this issue in this paper. -- First, some policies should be 
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formulated to encourage talents to work in surrounding cities, and certain subsidies and 
benefits should be granted for the laborers who actively make settlement in surrounding cities; 
Second, the government or enterprises should create more favorable employment 
opportunities for surrounding cities with promising development conditions, so as to attract 
highly educated talents to continue their education and pursue development there; Third, the 
restrictions on the labor force in core cities should be intensified to avoid restricting 
development by the access of high-ability talents only in core cities. The effect of traffic line 
density on Shanghai’s influence is lower than that on Chengdu-Chongqing region, while the 
effect of total foreign investment on Shanghai’s influence is higher than that on Chengdu-
Chongqing region. 
To sum up, the scale of surrounding cities, GDP, and the educational background of core city 
population have a significant impact on the influence of core cities in China’s many regions. 
Therefore efforts should be made to improve the influence of core cities from the following 
perspectives. Firstly, support the economic development and scale construction of core cities 
through policies continuously and with efforts, and support the coordinated development of 
surrounding cities’ economy and scale at the same time, so that core cities can continue to play 
a leading role in boosting the economy and scale development of surrounding cities; secondly, 
control the proportion of highly educated talents in core cities and surrounding urban 
agglomerations appropriately through allocating educational resources, arranging job 
opportunities and using vacant housing resources reasonably. In this way, the core city can play 
its leading role on the one hand, and on the other hand, unbalanced development due to the 
excessive loss of high-quality talents in the surrounding cities can be avoided totally. 
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